CHAPTER 19
EUROPEAN STONE CIRCLES

132:Stonehenge at sunset, the stones almost seem to absorb and amplify the setting sun

Stonehenge, the world's most famous stone circle, lies on the Salisbury Plain in Central England. Yet few
know that there are hundreds of other stone circles in the UK, Scandinavia and Northern Europe of various
shapes and sizes in Scandinavia and Northern Europe. Ancient cultures all over the world loved to build large
megalithic (stone) structures, but the ancient builders of Northern Europe seemed to favour the circle as their
building specialty. Circular stone structures are also found in the North American Native Indian tradition in their
medicine wheels, and I feel that the medicine wheels of North America and the circles of Europe are linked in
function.
Medicine Wheels
Native Indians still build and use medicine wheels, and can include anywhere from 4 to 36 to hundreds
of stones, used to create a circular monument that can also include “spokes of a wheel.” The circle represents the
four directions, and each stone has specific symbolic meanings based on its position within the wheel. The wheel
itself can be meditated on, walked, or simply stood in/on specific areas depending on the needs of the one who is
coming to it. Usually entering from the east, the wheel is always walked clockwise, which helps to turn on the
energy vortex. A medicine wheel is only walked counter-clockwise when dismantling it, thus removing the
stones and turning off the power source. Similar to the stones at Teotihuacan, where each carries a specific set of
information, a medicine wheel can be visualized the same way. A labyrinth is a specific type of medicine wheel,
found extensively in the Mediterranean and Europe.

Stonehenge

133:Outer sarson stones at Stonehenge

Even today with stones knocked down, or missing, Stonehenge is an impressive sight (especially when
you get right up close to the stones themselves). 1 What made people thousands of years ago go to all this
trouble? The site began with a circular ditch (known as a henge). Within the ditch came a series of wooden posts
(archaeologists speculate around 3000 BC) which aligned with three other large wooden posts (possibly totem
poles) whose original positions are marked by three circular white areas in the parking lot. Sometime around
2600 BC, the big stones began to be brought in. However like sites of this era (such as Giza, also dated to 2500
BC) it is highly likely that the actual construction era may actually be be 5,000, or even 10,000 BC. The stones
themselves were moved from a great distance from as far as Wales, with no one exactly sure just how they were
moved over the rolling English countryside. Large sarsons (very hard rocks), were brought here, then carefully
worked and carved- created images, shapes, faces within the stone. It was like they were “tuning” the rocks to
make them the exact energetic and musical pitch that was required. 36 sarsons were then placed in a circle, while
another set of stones (called lintels) were placed on top of them to enclose the stones in a ring. Another set of
larger stones were set up in horseshoe shape within, that is know known as a trilithon. Bluestones (taken from a
stone monument now called Blue Stonehenge close by) were brought here and also set up in circles within the
monument.
No one is actually sure what the structure was used for: ceremonial temple, astronomical center (due to
its near perfect alignment to the solstices and other astronomical events), Druid worship center, connection to the
funnery rights of the dead. It may have somehow touched all of these functions. But what is important to
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Today the site can only be viewed by tourists from a 100 meter rope, but entrance to the inner circles of stones can be arranged
from the British Heritage Authority.

remember, that even though today it appears as though Stonehenge is somehow alone- sitting between two busy
highways- it was once part of a much bigger area. A precessional avenue (reminding one of Egyptian pyramid
causeways) runs from the River Avon. An area to the north called the Curses is a giant oval-rectangular ditch,
first thought to be a Roman chariot racing center, is now known to be older than Stonehenge itself. The name
that has been passed on for this area may be a clue “curses,” perhaps it was some sort of dividing line, or markerthat to cross over incorrectly was to lead to some type of curse. As well many round barrows (neolithic burial
chambers) surround Stonehenge. The site links in some way with a site known as Woodhenge (all made of
wooden posts) and perhaps links as well to the far away sites of Darrington Downs, Avebury and Glastonbury.
All must we included in any explanation of Stonehenge. Discoveries on the countryside continue to come up,
just a few days ago (July 2010) another circular henge just 900 meters away from Stonehenge was found. This
was one giant complex, and the ancients went to a lot of trouble to build it, and align the stones astronomically.
Like all ancient sites, Stonehenge was built where energy grids (known to the English as ley lines) cross,
and are points of great power connection with the earth. However when you get there today, strangely the energy
at the site is very weak- even right in the middle when you get close to the stones. You can feel a slight energy
but not much. It is almost dead. I had to wonder why that was. Then a few years ago I found my answer. The
entire site has been dismanteled at least 3 times,the last during the 1950's. All of the stones were removed by
cranes and heavey machinery, transported off site, and the reamining area dug and studied. Then holes were
dug, the stones brought back (or at least we can assume they were the same original stones that were taken away,
but who knows they could also be very good copies) and then cemented into place in the dug holes. Yes cement
was used to put the stones back. All of this movement, change, possible repositining (because some stones look a
bit off compred to very early photographs), and the cement- means the energy there has changed. Sadly it is now
basically a monument like a memory, to what this place was or could be, but no longer is. The real energy that
the site must have exuded is down to a trickle.
To experience a stone circle with much of the energy left, one has to go about 1 hour north to Avebury.

Avebury

134:Some of the giant stones in the central circle at Avebury

The site of Avebury is definitely something to experience. The center of it all is a giant stone circlepainstakingly reconstructed at the turn of the century after much of it had been purposely destroyed in the preVictorian era. Part of the modern village of Avebury actually exists inside of the circle. Its that big. But this site
was far more than the stone circle.

135:The serpent winds across the countryside...notice how the stone appears to be bowing or moving forward- and the very
unique diamond shaped carving of the stone- a popular shape here

Starting at a temple far off to the south-east, a double stone layered pathway, representing a serpent of
stone, “winds” along the countryside. Half way comes a henge, which inside the larger stone circle is found, and
then the serpent continues north-west where it leads somewhat in the direction of Silbury Hill (the English
equivalent of a giant pyramid, known here as an earthwork). This makes it a very close partner of the famous
Ohio Serpent Mound in the USA, where a serpent also winds along the countryside, and ends with an open
mouth that is either swallowing or birthing- a giant egg. This serpent is of course the kundalini serpent of the
body, but might in fact represent more- the kundalini life force of the earth itself.
While Stonehenge had a bit of energy that could be felt, Avebury was on a whole other level. At certain
spots along the central circle, the energy buzzing was so great that it felt like my entire body was shaking. The
energy while strong, was peaceful, similar in feeling to Palenque in Mexico. A similar energy can be found in
Salisbury Cathedral, which I feel was built on an old ancient site with underground granite pathways that caused
the water energy to join with the fire of the granite stone. If you can follow the energy lines of the church, you
can follow the energy lines of the area.

136:Wanna kiss?

The stones themselves at Avebury are large and have been carefully shaped and modified. Holes have
been drilled in them, openings carved, things shaved, and each of the stones presents many “faces” as the spirits
of the stones are alive. This can be noticed at ancient sites all over the world, the human and animal faces that
can be make out in the stone. On the walk up to the stone circle itself, I got the sense that this entire serpent walk
was a very special journey- almost like a vision quest or pilgrimage. It was not something that happened in a day,
for at each pair of stones on the walk- one would have to stop and connect with them (similar to what I felt about
the stones at Teotihuacan). Each set of stones represented two dual sides of a piece of ancient wisdom. The
stones themselves, by the way they were shaped and carved, would help explain what was meant to be done at
each one. Fingers needed to be placed in circular holes, hands in wider ones, certain areas the body would fit
right into perfectly carved out areas, while in others once would just sit with or look at the stones. As each area
of work was completed, then one moved to the next set and the next set. This might take weeks or months to
complete.

Hand would be placed into here.

137:This stone is leaned into

Again one must remember that hundreds of these giant stones were
found, moved at a great distance, shaped and carved, then placed upright to
make this serpentine site. And don't forget the local legends that still exist
here. One warns modern day night-time drivers that one of the stones near
the road likes to go for a walk around midnight, and can often startle
drivers as they see what appears to be a diamond shaped stone moving
across the roadway. And once you have seen the “life” that each of these
stones seem to possess- such legends give a strong feeling they may be
based on some sort of fact.

138:Massive stones in the inner circle of Avebury

Scandinavian Circles

139:Large stone circle near the Swedish- Norwegian border

The Northern European countries of Norway and Sweden are good examples of the amazing pre-Viking
sites that dot the area, and are mostly unknown to even the local population. While Viking area graves are often
found close by, it is the older megalithic stone monuments that drew the Vikings to these spots. As I will
mention, stone circles are medicine wheels using much larger stones. In Scandinavia I have visited perhaps 50
stone circles, some made with small and medium sized stone, others with very large stones.
Few locals visit them. It would amaze me when I would hear of someone gathering up a bunch of money
to travel to England to spend two weeks visiting Stonehenge and Avebury, when they have equally powerful
stone circles just a 20-30 minute drive away. Just as pyramids are not tombs, these circles have nothing to do
with physical death. In later times- just as graves began to be associated at pyramid sites hoping to somehow use
that energy in the afterlife- so too here. Instead think of these circles as the temples of the ancient people. It is
where they would come for healing, answers, ceremonies, knowledge, prayer, initiation, or simply just to calm
the mind and body. And of course as I write in this site and my books- while the ancient sites do open a doorway
to death- it is the death of self-mind that is focused on- in order to experience the Totality of the Self while still
alive
in
the
body.
These stones were not just placed randomly on any spot, but on a place where the energy of the earth’s
meridians cross (as the body has energy meridians, and certain points acupuncture needles can be placed in order
open or unclog stuck areas). You can think of the stones as acupuncture needles, and are placed at areas where
the earth’s meridians can be accessed at very strong connection points. Not to be overlooked is the incredible
mathematical precision with which these stones have been laid out. A German researcher I met at a site told me
he has been studying European circles for over 20 years. He has measured each stone and circle, and found them
matching various constellations in the sky, as well as being built with the mathematical properties of pi, phi
(golden section), and various other geometric principles. In fact the geometry is staggering once you begin to
have it revealed.
Once one has gained a connection and feeling to these places, one will notice spots where the legs
(sometimes the entire body) will begin to buzz or feel somewhat electric. Others will notice extreme hot or cold
spots, but others may get a surge of energy or clarity of mind. Also notice that the stones themselves have been
specifically shaped and carved- and many of the stones will show human or animal faces that seem to project out
of the stones from various angles.
Unfortunately many of these circles have been destroyed over the years. Some by farmers, wanting to

clear the land, while others were purposely destroyed by the Catholic Church- who on taking over the area
wanted to use the obvious power spot for their own new church. At most old churches (say pre 1500) you can
usually find one old very tall stone- one of the ones that they left to stand on the site as a reminder to the power
that they now controlled. In fact by tracking these old “stave churches” (which connect together in straight lines
on the map) you can find a lot of old standing stone monoliths, or stones that had been part of a circle.
The countries of Norway and Sweden- in their Hermetic heyday, likely had thousands stone circles all
over the country. Imagine the energy that must have present along the entire of Scandinavia if all of theses sites
were complete, active and in use by the men and women of wisdom in the communities.

140:Several stone circles that “snake” their way up a hillside to a much larger stone circle- Norway

One group in the area known as Oldtidsveien, at a location called The Hun- has more than ten small
stone circles that wind their way up the hillside, and from a distance they seem to wind like a snake. This
connects this site, at least in function, to Avebury. Gunnarstorp is located up a hill into what was originally a
beautiful forest. The combination of large stones, trees and the shadows was a beautiful experience. Sadly
another site was energetically damaged, as in 2016 all the trees surrounding the main stone circle were cut down.
Those old trees and those shadows now only exist in my photographs and memories. Råde has two lovely circles
next to a gas station. What is most amazing here is to notice the trees that surround the area, how all of them are
growing towards and over the stone circles (as if to grab there energy)-none of the trees are growing up or away.
This is also especially great to visit in the spring when the many white flowers are out in this area and give the
site a very magical feeling.

141:Author in part of the oval stone circle at Istrehaagan, possible Hermetic Cell displayed in stone .

Another well known circle is on the the western side of the Oslo Fjord at Istrahogen. Instead of being
circular, this structure- as is many that are found in Sweden- is more of an oval. It is believed to be set up like a
ship- linking the site to Vikings that supposedly built it. But like all of the large megalithic structures I see, I feel
that all of these sites are much much older than the date suggested.
What I first noticed about this oval circle, was that while its energy was just as strong as the circle
mentioned above- unlike those which had a much more gentle energy- this circle was like a jolt. When I counted
the number of stones used to make this circle I saw that it was the exact number that was mentioned in Hermetic
Texts that made up their unit cells, and the number Carlos Castaneda used to make up what he called his
Warrior's Party. It is quite possible that these stones have been set up as an in-rock warrior's unit, and each large
stone represents one of the members of the Gnostic unit.

142: One of the many petroglyphs that are found placed on rocks all over Norway. The detail and symbol here connect me
with Egypt

One other part of this area should be mentioned, and that is the large number of petroglyphs (rock art)
that can also be found in the region. Visiting several of these sites, I began to notice the serpent appearing- in the
boats, on the boats, in front of the boats. And then it hit me. This was Egyptian in origin. What I was looking at
was a “Reader's Digest” version of the Book of What is in the Duat and the Book of Gates.

143:More Hermetic symbols?

Just in the photo above once can see in the center the twin-serpent headed boat of “Ra,” and that has the
oval shape in the middle of the boat- the shrine where Ra would travel. To me there is just too much similarity to
the Egyptian New Kingdom tomb art. I don't want to say that it was Egyptians who drew these, but to say that
what was drawn in the tomb of Rameses VI and on rocks in Sweden and Norway come from the same source

and offer the same symbolic message of moving beyond the illusion of this reality.

Why Circles?
Of course the question becomes why the circle? And why the near perfect astronomical alignments
needed in the set up of the stones? It might be to relate to the Earth or the Universe, that was usually depicted
Hermetically as a circle. Native Indians use a circle for all their ceremonies, lay down a cross within, each point
that touches the circle relating the four directions- along with above, below and within, reach the 7 layers of
creation.
Another can be that they are used to link to the energy of the moon, or in some way block it. Recent
research suggests that moon may not be what we have always been told. The standard astronomical term for a
moon is a satellite, but the name is also used for a man-made object sent into space on a scientific mission. Many
ancient writers claimed that there was a time in human history when the moon was not in the sky. Giordano
Bruno's writings talk of a time when there was no moon. Democritus, Anaxagoras Appollonius, Plutarch and
Aristotle said the same. This is corroborated with the stories of many native tribes who have myths of the time
“before the moon.”

